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The K Framework
Semantics of C

Overview
Example

What is K?

I K is an executable semantic framework for defining
programming languages, calculi, type systems, and formal
analysis tools

I It has been used to define:

Languages Functional, Imperative, OO, Declarative; including
Verilog, Scheme, Java, and now C

Type Systems Checkers, Inferencers; including W
Algorithms Sorting, Dijkstra’s Algorithm, Sudoku Solving

Tools Debugging, Race Detection
Logics Matching Logic
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The K Framework
Semantics of C

Overview
Example

The K Technique

how various constructs should be represented in LATEX, and provides a tool
(written in Maude, as well) which automatically generates a LATEX document
from a provided K-Maude definition. The LATEX-specific attributes (currently
only renameTo and color) are wrapped in the latex attribute. For example,
the following environment cell definition requires that ‘env’ be typeset as ‘!’.

op env : ! CellLabel [latex(renameTo \ensuremath‘{\rho‘})] .

Besides renaming constructs, one can additionally associate color codes to
the K cells, to make them more easily distinguishable in presentations, as in the
following example, used for coloring the ‘threads’ cell in red:

op threads : ! CellLabel [wrapping Set‘{ConfigItem‘} latex(color: red)] .

Formatted output. Sort, subsort, and operation declarations are converted to
their equivalent BNF notation, since this notation is prevalent in programming
languages definitions. For example, the Imp++ syntax for arithmetic expressions
(lines 11–22) is automatically typeset to: AExp ::= #Int |#Name

AExp :: | AExp + AExp [strict]
AExp :: | AExp / AExp [strict]

K cells are represented using the tikz package as rectangles with rounded
sides and with the cell label attached to the top. Completely specified cells
have both sides rounded. Cells specified with ellipses on either side have the
corresponding side “ripped”. For example, the Imp++ assignment rule (lines
39–41) discussed above would be typeset as:

x := i
•

k

x !" l
env

l !"—
i

store

The configuration is represented by combining the configuration term with
the wrapping attributes of cell labels declarations, which are used to fill the _
places. For example, the Imp++ configuration (lines 82–86) can be typeset to:

K
k

Map{VarId,Location}
env

thread*

threads Map{Location,KResult}
store

Nat
nextLoc

List{KResult}
output

T

List{KResult}
result

17

I Flexible, extensible, configurations as multi-sets of nested cells

I Cells can contain (multi-)sets, lists, maps, or computations
I Computation (K) as a list ofy-separated tasks

I Next task always at top of the list
I Easy to define control-intensive features like halt, call/cc

I Rewriting modulo ACI (associativity, commutivity, identity) to
improve modularity

I Specify only what is needed from a cell for a semantic rule
I Abstract the remainder of the cell
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IMP Syntax

AExp ::= Int | VarId
| AExp + AExp [strict]
| AExp / AExp [strict]

BExp ::= Bool
| AExp <= AExp [seqstrict]
| not BExp [strict]
| BExp and BExp [strict(1)]

Stmt ::= skip| Stmt ; Stmt
| VarId := AExp [strict(2)]
| if BExp then Stmt else Stmt [strict(1)]
| while BExp do Stmt
| print AExp [strict]
| var VarId ; Stmt
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Assignment Rule

Configuration

how various constructs should be represented in LATEX, and provides a tool
(written in Maude, as well) which automatically generates a LATEX document
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K
k

Map{VarId,Location}
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T

List{KResult}
result

17

Variable Lookup Rule

〈X
V
· · · 〉k 〈· · · X 7→ L · · · 〉env 〈· · · L 7→ V · · · 〉store
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IMP Semantics
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Assignment

〈X := V
·

· · · 〉k 〈· · · X 7→ L · · · 〉env 〈· · · L 7→
V
· · · 〉store

Print (Output)
〈print V · · · 〉k 〈· · · ·

V
〉output
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The K Framework
Semantics of C

Background
Results

C Semantics

I Plenty of formal semantics for C already: [Gurevich and
Huggins, 1993]; [Cook, Cohen, and Redmond, 1994]; [Cook,
and Subramanian, 1994]; [Norrish, 1998]; [Papaspyrou, 1998];
[Blazy and Leroy, 2009]

I Hard to deal with:
I Unstructured control flow (goto, switch)
I Intricate typing rules
I Expression evaluation order has few restrictions
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Duff’s Device

I Unstructured control flow (goto, switch)

int n = (count+7)/8;

switch(count%8) {

case 0: do{ *dest++ = *src++;

case 7: *dest++ = *src++;

case 6: *dest++ = *src++;

case 5: *dest++ = *src++;

case 4: *dest++ = *src++;

case 3: *dest++ = *src++;

case 2: *dest++ = *src++;

case 1: *dest++ = *src++;

} while(--n>0);

}
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I Intricate typing rules

Signed chars: (−128 to 127) Ints: (−32768 to 32767)
Unsigned ints: (0 to 65535) Long ints: (−2M to 2M)

int a = 1000, b = 1000;

long int c = a * b;

unsigned int a = 1000, b = 1000;

long int c = a * b;

signed char a = 100, b = 100;

int c = a * b;

2147483648 , 0x80000000
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I Expression evaluation order has few restrictions

(A + B++) + C

A , B, C, B++

A , B, B++, C
A , C, B, B++

A , C, B, B++

· · ·
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Our Semantics

The most complete formal semantics for C to date
I Parameterizable on implementation-defined parts of the

semantics, but given a default instantiation

I Covering every major feature including parts of the standard
library: goto, longjump, malloc, variadic functions, enums,
structs, unions, bitfields, typedefs. . .

I Yielding an interpreter, debugger, and state space search and
model checker “for free”
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Our Semantics (Results)

I 125 syntactic operators

I 200 auxiliary semantic operators
I 620 different rules
I 2800 source lines of code (SLOC)
I Only 50 rules for statements
I Only 130 for expressions
I Tested against the GCC torture tests:

I Of 1057 tests, 720 tests appear to be standards compliant. Of
those 720, we pass about 95%.
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